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The paper briefly presents some essential concepts and features of light fields with strong spatial inhomogeneity of amplitude, phase, polarization, and other parameters. It contains a characterization of optical vortices, speckle fields, polarization singularities. A special attention is paid to the field dynamical characteristics (energy, momentum, angular momentum, and their derivatives), which are considered not only as mechanical attributes of the field but also as its meaningful and application-oriented descriptive parameters. Peculiar features of the light dynamical characteristics in inhomogeneous and dispersive media are discussed. The dynamical properties of paraxial beams and evanescent waves (including surface plasmon–polaritons) are analyzed in more detail; in particular, a general treatment of the extraordinary spin and momentum, orthogonal to the main propagation direction, is outlined. Applications of structured light fields for optical manipulation, metrology, probing, and data processing are described.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the intensive development of the concepts and instruments, for a long time, the optical science operated with a rather limited set of the traditional optical field models. If one inspects the contents of most comprehensive manuals (e.g., the fundamental textbook by M. Born and E. Wolf [1]), he finds plane waves, divergent, and convergent spherical waves (most frequently, in conjunction with the geometric optics and the theory of optical image), some special examples of multipole radiation or scattering, and, as rare curiosities, several examples of complicated field patterns near the lens focus. However, the general impression holds that the optics deals—almost exclusively—with plane waves, rays, point sources, and smooth wavefronts. And this impression was not elusive because the traditional concepts and instruments were fairly adequate for the majority of light-related problems and optical devices.

The situation has changed during the last two or three decades when the ideas of “structured light, tailored light, shaped light, sculpted light” [2–6] have occupied prominent positions in optical research. With the rapid development of optical technologies, such as optical manipulation, data processing, optically driven micromachines, selective micro-influences, optical sorting, delivering, etc., the necessity in formation and study of the optical fields with expressive spatial inhomogeneities of the amplitude, phase, polarization, and other parameters, has become evident. A number of new seemingly abstract ideas and concepts (e.g., singularities of the phase, polarization and energy flow; notions of superoscillation and supermomentum; light topology, optical helicity and chirality, spin–orbit interaction, quantum weak measurements) have not only revolutionized the traditional optics but also become efficient instruments for technical applications. Moreover,
the methods and concepts, born in connection with structured light, find further productive applications in other branches of physics, including acoustics, electron optics, etc. Now, it is clear that the idealized situations of classical optics with well-defined and smooth rays, wavefronts, etc., are rather exclusions, whereas the optical fields with strong inhomogeneities are ubiquitous and stimulate a deeper penetration into the nature of light and the optical-wave physics.

In this context, the term “structured light” is rather general and unites all optical fields where the spatial inhomogeneity of any parameter of the field is important and cannot be neglected. Of course, the variety of such situations is really boundless, and in this review, we forcibly restrict ourselves to some selected aspects and principles closely linked to our research interests. The paper starts with a short description of light as the vector electromagnetic wave and introduction to some selected aspects and principles closely linked to our review summary and possible lines for further development are presented in the Conclusion section.

The main (first) terms of Equations (5) and (6) describe the transverse field components, whereas the longitudinal components (second terms) are of the relative order γ = (kb)−1 in magnitude, with b being the characteristic transverse scale of the distribution u(r, z). The quantity γ is the small parameter of the paraxial approximation; Equation (2) follows from the Maxwell equations (1) after the substitution of relations (5) and (6). The longitudinal characteristic scale of a paraxial beam (usually called “Rayleigh length”) [8, 11] also exists and is equal to zR = kb2.

**PRINCIPLES OF THE STRUCTURED LIGHT DESCRIPTION: PARAXIAL MODEL**

As was specified above, the term “structured light” embraces all light fields, which cannot be characterized by idealized models of ray optics or plane waves [2–6]. Any light structure is associated with inhomogeneities in the spatial distributions of main field parameters: amplitude, phase, polarization, etc. In general, this set of features must include the spectral characteristics, but in this review, we restrict ourselves to the case of monochromatic fields whose temporal dependence can be expressed by the complex exponential exp(iωt), where ω is the light frequency. Such fields are exhaustively characterized by the time-invariant complex electric \( E(R) \) and magnetic \( H(R) \) vectors, where \( R = (x, y, z)^{T} \) is the vector of spatial coordinates, and the superscript “\( ^{T} \)” denotes matrix transposition. Considering only the light fields in regions free from charges and currents, the field vectors satisfy the Maxwell Equations [7]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\nabla \times H &= \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \nabla \times E, & \nabla \cdot E &= 0, & E &= -\frac{1}{j\omega \mu} \nabla \times H \quad (1)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( k = \omega/c, c \) is the speed of light in vacuum, \( \varepsilon \) and \( \mu \) are the permittivity and permeability of the medium, respectively, and the Gaussian system of units is used.

In many cases, the physically selected longitudinal direction can be recognized, along which the field shows a certain standard behavior, while the structured-light features are associated with the orthogonal transverse direction. In such situations, the paraxial field (beam) model is appropriate where the longitudinal spatial coordinate \( z \) is qualitatively different from the transverse ones \( r = (x, y)^{T} \). Then, if the beam propagates in a homogeneous medium with the refractive index \( n = \sqrt{\varepsilon \mu} \), its field can be expressed as a superposition of orthogonally polarized components characterized by the slowly varying (in the wavelength scale) complex amplitudes \( u_{\sigma}(r, z) \) obeying the Equations [8, 9]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\nabla \times u_{\sigma} &= -\frac{1}{2kn} \nabla^{2} u_{\sigma},
\end{align*}
\]

Here, \( \nabla_{\perp} = e_{x}(\partial/\partial x) + e_{y}(\partial/\partial y) \) is the transverse gradient, whereas \( \sigma = \pm 1 \) for the basis of circular polarizations or \( \sigma = x, y \) for the basis of linear polarizations, which are equally admissible in the paraxial approximation.

The total vector complex amplitude can be defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{u} &= u_{\theta \perp}u_{\theta} = e_{x}u_{\theta} + e_{y}u_{\theta} = e_{+}u_{+} + e_{-}u_{-},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( e_{\pm} = (e_{x}u_{\theta} + e_{y}u_{\theta})/\left(|u_{\theta}|^{2} + |u_{\theta}|^{2}\right) \) is the transverse unit vector (general, \( r \)-dependent), \( e_{x}, e_{y} \) are the unit vectors of the transverse coordinates, and

\[
\begin{align*}
e_{\pm} &= \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (e_{x} \pm ie_{y}), \quad e_{-} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (e_{x} - ie_{y})
\end{align*}
\]

form the paraxial helicity basis. In terms of the complex amplitude \( u \), paraxial expressions for the electric and magnetic field strengths read [9, 10]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{E} &= \mathbf{E}_{\perp} + e_{z}E_{z} = \left[u + \frac{i}{kn} e_{z}(\nabla_{\perp} \cdot u)\right] e^{ikz},
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{H} &= \mathbf{H}_{\perp} + e_{z}H_{z} = \frac{1}{\mu} \left[e_{x}(\nabla_{\perp} \times u) + \frac{i}{kn} e_{z}(\nabla_{\perp} \cdot (e_{z} \times u))\right] e^{ikz}.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
(5)
\]

(6)
SORTS OF STRUCTURED LIGHT

Optical Vortices

An optical vortex (OV) is a typical singular structure that may occur in paraxial beams \([8, 9, 12]\). OV is the scalar singularity, which can exist independently of the beam polarization. In a circular OV, the scalar complex amplitude (2) is characterized by the "helical phase factor"

\[
u(\mathbf{r}, z) = f(r, z) \exp(i\phi)
\]

where \(\phi = \arctan(y/x)\), and \(r\) are the polar coordinates in the beam cross section. According to Equation (7), the field phase does not return to its initial value on a round-trip near the axis but experiences an increment of \(2m\pi\), which corresponds to the helical wavefront shape (screw wavefront dislocation) (see Figure 1A); this means that the phase is indeterminate (singular) in the point \((x = 0, y = 0)\). These properties are compatible with the field definiteness only if \(l\) is an integer number called "topological charge," and the field amplitude possesses an isolated zero point (the OV core) at \(r = 0\), so that the intensity distribution forms a bright ring (Figure 1B). Local directions of the energy flows are normal to the wavefront, and due to its helical shape, each wavefront normal possesses a certain azimuthal component; altogether, these azimuthal components form a closed loop in the transverse cross section (Figure 1A). This makes the energy propagate along complicated spiral lines (Figure 1B) rather than along the longitudinal rays as is typical for usual optical fields. The transverse components of the energy flow are responsible for the transverse energy circulation, which is a characteristic feature of the OV field and a source of the mechanical angular momentum (AM), namely, orbital AM (OAM) carried by the OV.

The circularly symmetric pattern depicted in Figure 1 shows an ideal configuration characteristic for circular OV beams (Laguerre–Gaussian, Bessel, Kummer beams, etc. \([8, 11, 13–15]\)). In many real situations, this ideal pattern is distorted; moreover, a minor symmetry-breaking perturbation destroys a multicharged OV (with \(|l| > 1\)) into a set of \(|l|\) separate single-charged ones \([8, 11]\). In the nearest vicinity of the core of such a perturbed OV situated in the point \(x = x_V, y = y_V\), the complex amplitude distribution can be represented as:

\[
u(\mathbf{r}) \approx \beta_x (x - x_V) + i\beta_y (y - y_V)
\]

\[
= \frac{\beta_x^2 (x - x_V)^2 + \beta_y^2 (y - y_V)^2}{\sqrt{1 + 2 \text{Im} (\beta_d \beta^* d_x) (x - x_V) (y - y_V)}}
\]

\[
\times \exp \left( i \arctan \left( \frac{\text{Im} \beta_x (x - x_V) + \text{Re} \beta_y (y - y_V)}{\text{Re} \beta_x (x - x_V) + \text{Im} \beta_y (y - y_V)} \right) \right)
\]

where \(\beta_x\) and \(\beta_y\) are complex parameters determining the OV morphology \([8, 16, 17]\). In contrast to the circular OV (7), this structure is asymmetric ("anisotropic OV"): the equal-amplitude lines are ellipses, the rate of the phase change upon the near-OV circulation is non-uniform. Under external influences (e.g., the beam propagation through inhomogeneous medium), parameters of Equation (8) \(\beta_x, \beta_y, x_V, y_V\) may change, but the singularity "per se" with all its qualitative attributes (isolated amplitude zero, screw wavefront dislocation, transverse energy circulation) is of the topological nature and, therefore, stable against perturbations. For this reason, OV beams are promising for the information transfer in noise conditions, e.g., through the turbulent atmosphere \([18]\) (see also the Structured Light in Telecommunication and High-Resolution Techniques section below). The intriguing dynamical properties of the OV fields \([8, 9, 11, 19–21]\) are especially attractive for optical manipulation techniques, to be discussed in the Applications of Structured Light section.
Stochastic Structured Light: Speckle Fields

Maybe, the first bright example of spatially structured light is the spatially inhomogeneous intensity distribution formed due to scattering of coherent laser radiation by a transparent surface with stochastically inhomogeneous relief (frosted glass). This field, generated through interference of statistically independent coherent light beams has been termed “speckle field.” It represents a complicated pattern with bright and dark spots of different sizes, shapes, and localizations.

A speckle field is characterized by stochastic temporal and spatial distributions of the field parameters: amplitude, phase, and, generally, polarization. In such fields, interference of multiple differently directed waves leads to the formation of isolated points of zero amplitude with indeterminate phase (OV, see the Optical Vortices section), as well as other field singularities. However, the consistent average field characteristics can be introduced.

Here, we consider a paraxial speckle field characterized by the stochastic complex amplitude

\[ u(x, y) = |u(x, y)| \exp[\imath \varphi(x, y)] \]

[see Equations (2), (3)], where the function \( \varphi(x, y) \) describes the field phase distribution. As is well known \([22]\), the average speckle size in the far-field zone is comparable to the correlation length. The same value determines the average distance between adjacent OVs \([23]\). In other words, each speckle has its own OV (essentially, only generic OVs with topological charges \( \pm 1 \) can exist in stochastic fields). At the same time, the concept of an individual speckle, its boundaries and size in terms of the field amplitude \(|u(x, y)|\), is very ambiguous. Indeed, any numerical characteristic of the speckles’ sizes and, after all, their number depends on the intensity level (generally, very conditional) \([24]\), which defines the individual speckle’s borders. Moreover, if zero is taken as such a level, then we will have some “table” of cores of the speckle-field OVs instead of a speckle picture.

That is why we introduce another definition of speckle, based on the following reasons:

1. The stochastic field structure manifests itself not only in intensity but also in the phase \( \varphi(x, y) \).
2. Nodal phase points (OV cores) are simultaneously absolute intensity minima and, therefore, are the nodal intensity points.

As is well known \([25, 26]\), the condition for the field zeros can be written in the form:

\[ \text{Re} \ u(x, y) = 0, \quad \text{Im} \ u(x, y) = 0. \]

Solutions of the first equation (lines \( \text{Re} = 0 \) in Figure 2) define equiphase lines along which the phase \( \varphi(x, y) \) equals \( \pm \pi/2 \). The second equation defines a system of lines \( \text{Im} = 0 \) along which the phase is zero or \( \pi \). Crossing points of such lines gives the positions of the field OVs \( x_V, y_V \) [see Equation (8)].

Now consider the spatial structural element of the field bounded by the \( \text{Re} = 0, \text{Im} = 0 \) lines (from now on, we will call these lines “phase threshold lines,” or PT-lines), which, together, form a once-folded closed line. Let us call this field element “phase speckle”; in Figure 2, such areas are colored in yellow and blue, in order to distinguish the adjacent phase speckles. Naturally, locations of the PT-lines change if the field phase is changed by a constant phase factor \( \Delta, \varphi(x, y) \rightarrow \varphi(x, y) + \Delta \). However, the nodal points of the amplitude and stationary points of the phase are the fixed elements of the phase speckle. Fields with different \( \Delta \) are physically equivalent, but depending on \( \Delta \), the PT-lines oscillate in space approaching the saddle points (points \( S \) in Figure 2) and diverging away from them. Nevertheless, for any \( \Delta \), the field phase within the phase speckle can be considered practically constant (within \( \pm \pi/2 \), the Rayleigh criterion) \([28]\). It is this fact that served as basis for the phase-speckle concept. Taking into account the signs in the regions bounded by the PT-lines in Figure 2, it is easy to conclude that the neighboring OVs directly connected by the PT-lines have opposite topological charges. This fact underlies the “sign principle” \([29]\), establishing a connection between all OVs of the stochastic field.

Note that in most cases, at least one saddle point \( S \) is located inside the phase-speckle (exceptions may occur for phase speckles enclosed by only two lines \( \text{Re} = 0 \) and \( \text{Im} = 0 \), which intersect twice, with two OVs at their crossing points; see in Figure 2 the yellow speckle between \( V_3 \) and \( V_4 \). In Figure 2, such saddle points belong to the thin solid equiphase lines connecting the neighboring OVs of the same sign. On these lines, the field phase \( \varphi \) is averaged over the phase speckle. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the position of such a line in the OV vicinity can be established with a high degree of probability, if the PT-lines and the OV topological charge are known. From this fact, the general statement follows: if we know the positions of the field OVs, their topological charges, and the PT-lines, then, we can determine the phase at any point in the field with a sufficient

FIGURE 2 | The field fragment with three phase speckles [27]. The areas of the adjacent phase speckles are depicted by yellow and blue. The pluses and minuses in the circles correspond to the signs of \( \text{Re} u(x, y) \) (white circles) and \( \text{Im} u(x, y) \) (red circles) in this field area.
reliability. In this sense, a network consisting of the OVs and PT-lines (or any other four equiphase lines with a phase increment of $\pi/2$) can be considered a specific phase skeleton of a scalar optical field.

Common nodal points of the phase and intensity—the field OVs—suggest a closer relationship between the phase and intensity distributions. For the intensity field, a network of singular points, extrema, and gradient streamlines can be constructed. As can be seen from Figure 3, the intensity-gradient streamlines, starting at the saddle points, go toward the intensity maxima or the absolute minima (OV cores). Alternatively, the gradient streamlines may tend to go toward supplementary intensity minima. However, the number of such minima is 14–16 times less than the number of OVs [27], so this alternative can be neglected.

Such an interpretation of the stochastic field structure leads to new phase-reconstruction algorithms based on the analysis of the intensity distribution [30–32]. Moreover, it clarifies the speckle formation mechanism. For example, consider the situation where a scattering object (e.g., ground glass) is used to introduce a pure phase modulation. Immediately behind the scattering object, modulation of the field is phase-only; therefore, the OVs are absent in the object’s boundary field. The OVs emerge due to multi-beam interference in the near field where the phase modulations produce amplitude inhomogeneities. For example, such near-field speckle patterns are formed in laser-illuminated biotissues, and the correspondence between the speckle sizes and the characteristic cell-structure sizes is considered as a reason for biological effect of low-intensity laser radiation [33, 34].

When vortices are generated, their numbers grow sharply so that at the beginning of the Fresnel zone, the number of amplitude zeros (within the angular divergence of the field) reaches its resulting value, which does not change while going to infinity. Figure 4 schematically shows the development of a 3D speckle pattern. The so-called shadow region, where the speckle pattern is formed, is the zone of OV generation. For this reason, the evolution of OVs within the Fresnel zone differs from their evolution during the far-field propagation. The “body” of a speckle within the Fresnel zone is of a more or less “true” ellipsoidal shape.

The speckle sizes (including the longitudinal sizes) are finite and increase as the observation plane moves toward the Fraunhofer zone. In this case, the boundary of a speckle (its cross section) can be described by single-fold curves. The lines, or trajectories, of amplitude zeros lie on the speckle boundary, containing closed single-fold curves. In Figure 4, such lines are shown as planar curves of the oval-like shapes, but actually, these can be complex three-dimensional lines with unpredictable trajectories [35]. Nevertheless, the simplified picture of Figure 4 conveys a useful illustration of the consistent analysis of OVs’ generation and annihilation process.

Indeed, if the plane of analysis moves along the $z$-axis, one observes the birth, propagation, and annihilation of vortices. An OV is born at the point where the line of amplitude zero, winding around a speckle body, is tangent to this plane (point $z_1$ in Figure 4). Further translation of the observation plane along the $z$-axis results in the appearance of two OVs, $V(+) \text{ and } V(-)$, up to the point where the zero line of amplitude is tangent to this plane again ($z_2$). Here, the OVs annihilate. In other words, evolution of vortices within the Fresnel zone (with constant mean density of OVs) can be considered as alternating events of birth and annihilation of the OV pairs. In this view, the OV-network dynamics within the Fresnel zone radically differs from the evolution of OVs in the far field, where the lines of amplitude zeros tend to infinity. With growing propagation distance $z$, the number of the OV birth/annihilation events decreases, and ultimately, these events do not occur anymore. The OVs generated from multi-beam interference do not annihilate in the far field, that is, the stationary (within the angular-divergence factor) speckle pattern is observed at $z \rightarrow \infty$.

**Polarization Singularities: Singular Skeleton**

The situation for a vector field differs considerably from the scalar case. In contrast to the scalar field, stationary amplitude zeros are absent in the vector field. In reality, the presence of a stationary amplitude zero in a vector field presumes simultaneous zeros for all three orthogonal components in a single point. The probability of such an event is negligible. Moreover, existence (if even supposed) of this zero is doubtful, while an infinitesimal disturbance results in a shift of the components’ zeros from their initial position. Thus, a stationary singularity of this kind may only be regarded from the point of view of model conditions, where the distance between the component zeros is too small to be reliably detected in the experiment. In this case, the behavior of the field in the vicinity of such a “model” singularity will be the same as in the case of a true zero of the vector field.

For vector fields (in the paraxial approximation), one can specify the following main types of stationary polarization singularities [26, 27]:

**FIGURE 3** | Nets of the special points of intensity and singular points of phase formed by the intensity-gradient streamlines and by the phase threshold lines (PT-lines). Poincaré indices are indicated for the intensity maxima (max), OVs (absolute minima, red circles), and for the saddle points of intensity (S) (blue circles) [27].
1. The $s$-contours (sometimes called $L$-lines), in 3D space $s$-surfaces, where field is linearly polarized; the rotation direction of a field vector is indeterminate at these contours.

2. $C$-points (in 3D space, $C$-lines) are the points (lines) of circular polarization, where the polarization ellipse degenerates into a circle, and the ellipse orientation angle becomes indeterminate, as well as the magnitude of the so-called vibration phase that determines the electrical vector direction with respect to the large axis of the ellipse. Such points may be characterized by the Poincare index, which equals to $\pm 1/2$ and characterizes the rotation of the polarization ellipses on a round trip near the $C$-point [26]. In the circular-polarization basis [see Equations (3), (4)], a right-polarized $C$-point coincides with the isolated zero (OV) of the left-polarized component, and vice versa.

There are two different principles of the $s$-contour formation [27]:

- when a region with any specified handedness of polarization is surrounded by an area with the opposite handedness, this outer area is, again, surrounded by a larger area with altered handedness, and so on—a hierarchy of enclosed areas...
is formed with alternate polarization handednesses whose boundaries are the \( s \)-contours (Figure 5A);

- \( s \)-contour of another type simply separates topologically disconnected areas of right-hand or left-hand polarizations (Figure 5B).

Similar to the case of scalar field, the sign principle for polarization singularities can be formulated: two adjacent \( s \)-points, which can be immediately connected by an equi-azimuth line (along which the polarization ellipses preserve their orientation), have Poincare indices of opposite signs [36, 37]. A fragment of the vector field cross-section with polarization singularities is schematically presented in Figure 6. It shows that if we know the orientation of the field vector at some point of the \( s \)-contour and the topological characteristics of the nearest \( s \)-point, then we can, with some probability, say that at a certain point between the \( s \)-contour and the \( C \)-point, the polarization ellipse possesses a certain ellipticity and orientation. In this sense, a set of polarization singularities, as in the case of a scalar field, can be considered as a skeleton that governs the field behavior at any point between the singularities.

DYNAMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STRUCTURED OPTICAL FIELDS

General Definitions

In view of the specific properties of structured light fields, the usual means for their characterization based on the intensity and phase distributions, in many cases, become insufficient. For a lot of applications, a system of the field parameters that addresses the field’s physical actions more directly is desirable. To this end, the field dynamical characteristics (DCs), which include the energy and momentum of the field with some of their derivatives (AM, spin, helicity, etc.) may be more applicable [9, 10, 12, 20, 38–42].

The main DC of an optical field is its energy averaged over the period of oscillations that is distributed with the volume density [7]:

\[
\omega = \omega^r + \omega^m = \frac{g}{2} (\varepsilon |E|^2 + \mu |H|^2),
\]

whereas the measure of the energy flow density is given by the time-averaged Poynting vector [7]:

\[
S = \frac{\text{cg}}{\omega} \text{Re} (E^* \times H).
\]

Here, \( g \) is the constant factor, which equals \( g = (8\pi)^{-1} \) in the Gaussian system. Quantities (9) and (10) determine the local group velocity with which the energy propagates,

\[
v_g(R) = \frac{S(R)}{w(R)},
\]

for guided spatially confined modes, the average group velocity can be defined as:

\[
v_g = \frac{\langle S \rangle}{\langle w \rangle}
\]

(from now on, \( \langle \ldots \rangle \) means integration over the spatial dimension(s) in which the field is limited so \( \langle w \rangle \) denotes the integral energy of the field, and \( \langle S \rangle \) is its integral energy flow).

Note that due to requirements of the special relativity, the Poynting vector also expresses the momentum density of the field. However, for the momentum in material media, two approaches have been competing for over a century [43–49]: the Abraham \( p^A \) and Minkowski \( p^M \) momenta are defined as:

\[
p^A = \frac{1}{c^2} S = \frac{\text{cg}}{\omega} \text{Re} (E^* \times H), \quad p^M = \varepsilon \mu p^A.
\]

Accordingly, the AM density of light is given by

\[
j^{A,M} = R \times p^{A,M}.
\]

This quantity depends on the reference point (coordinate origin). For some problems, it is more convenient to define the AM with respect to the (longitudinal) \( z \)-axis; in this case, the 3D radius-vector in Equation (14) is replaced by its transverse projection: \( R \rightarrow r \).

By using the Maxwell equations for monochromatic fields [7], the Minkowski momentum density (13) can be written as:

\[
p^M = p_S + p_O
\]

where

\[
p_S = p^c_S + p^m_S = \frac{g}{4\omega} \text{Im} \left[ \nabla \times (\varepsilon E^* \times E + \mu H^* \times H) \right],
\]

\[
p_O = p^c_O + p^m_O = \frac{g}{2\omega} \text{Im} \left[ \varepsilon E^* \cdot (\nabla) E + \mu H^* \cdot (\nabla) H \right]
\]
(\(E^* \cdot (\nabla) E = E_x^* \nabla E_x + E_y^* \nabla E_y + E_z^* \nabla E_z\)) represent the “spin” and “orbital” (canonical) [12, 50, 51] constituents of the total momentum. Note that electric \(w^e\), \(p^e_x\), \(p^e_y\), and magnetic \(w^m\), \(p^m_x\), \(p^m_y\) contributions are separated in Equations (9), (16), and (17) and enter these equations on an equal footing (“electromagnetic democracy”) [20]. We emphasize that the compact form (15)–(17) of the momentum decomposition is correct even in the case of spatially inhomogeneous medium. This is a special property of the Minkowski momentum [52]. Corresponding decomposition for the Abraham momentum contains poorly interpretable “gradient terms” depending on \(\nabla E\) and \(\nabla H\) [52–55] and this is an additional argument for the Minkowski vision, together with the recent relativistic reasoning based on the wave-packet propagation analysis [46–49].

The immediate formal sense of the momentum decomposition (15)–(17) is that \(p_S\) and \(p_Q\) are the sources of the spin (SAM) \(s\) and orbital (OAM) \(L\) AMs of light, \(j = s + L\). Further, due to the relation \(\oint \mathbf{R} \times (\nabla \times s) \, dV = 2 \oint s \, dV\), valid for any spatially confined field, the SAM density \(s = \mathbf{R} \times p_S\) and the spin–momentum (SM) density \(p_S\) can be presented in the forms:

\[
s = s^e + s^m = \frac{g}{2 \omega} \text{Im} (\varepsilon E^* \cdot E + \mu H^* \cdot H), \quad p_S = \frac{1}{2} \nabla \times s.
\]  

(18)

The OAM expression follows immediately from the definition (14):

\[
L = \mathbf{R} \times p_Q
\]  

(19)

(again, expressions (18) and (19) are based on the Minkowski momentum definition, which is proven to be more appropriate for the AM of light in material media than the Abraham’s one) [48, 56].

The general form of the spin density means that the SAM of the “whole” field \(s\) = \(\oint \mathbf{R} \times p_S \, dV = \oint s \, dV\) does not depend on the reference point: the SAM is an intrinsic property of the field [9, 12]. In contrast, the OAM (19) reflects not only the details of the intrinsic spatial configuration of the field but also the position of the field “as a whole” with respect to an (arbitrary) coordinate frame. In many cases, one can introduce a “preferential” frame with the origin \(R_C\), associated with the field, in which the OAM characterizes the field “per se”; then, the intrinsic and extrinsic parts of the OAM density can be determined [9, 12, 57]:

\[
L = L_{en} + L_{ex}, \quad L_{en} = (R - R_C) \times p_Q, \quad L_{ex} = R_C \times p_Q.
\]  

(20)

Usually, \(R_C\) characterizes the field “center of gravity” defined as [9, 12]:

\[
R_C = \frac{\langle Rw \rangle}{\langle w \rangle}.
\]  

(21)

The two parts of electromagnetic momentum show distinct mathematical and physical discrepancies. The orbital momentum (OM) (17) immediately enters the energy-momentum tensor [7] and appears in the general field-theory formalism from the field Lagrangian and the momentum conservation via the Noether theorem [12, 58] (that is why it is also called “canonical”). Its immediate physical meaning follows from the fact that it is proportional to the local energy flow in the field. In the same general formalism, the SM (16) appears rather formally due to the energy-momentum tensor symmetrization [59] and for a long time was considered as a “virtual” quantity [12, 50, 51] important for the theory but not meaningful practically. Owing to its solenoidal character \((\nabla \cdot p_S = 0)\), the SM does not participate in the “net” energy transport, and for spatially confined fields, the integral SM value vanishes [9, 20]:

\[
\langle p_S \rangle = 0.
\]  

(22)

Still, from the field-theory point of view, the spin–orbital (canonical) momentum decomposition (15)–(17) looks deficient because the separate OM and SM (as well as the SAM and OAM) are not gauge invariant [9, 20, 60]. However, in optics, at least in the considered situation of monochromatic fields, the gauge is always fixed, and the structured light theory provides bright and instructive examples where the gauge-dependent quantities are physically meaningful and useful for applications despite their theoretical “impurity.”

The very term “dynamical characteristics” means that the quantities considered in this section express such features of light that are naturally manifested in the dynamical interactions of light waves. Really, all DCs are associated with certain aspects of the mechanical action of light fields on material objects. This association can be expressed in a simple analytical form in the case of small particles whose electromagnetic properties are exhaustively characterized by the field-induced electric \(a_e E\) and magnetic \(a_m H\) dipole moments (“dipole particles”) [61, 62]. For example, the optical force \(F\) exerted on such a particle is determined by the sum \(F = F_e + F_m + F_{em}\), where:

\[
F_e = \frac{1}{g_e} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \text{Re} (a_e) \nabla w_e + \omega \text{Im} (a_e) p^e_Q \right],
\]

\[
F_m = \frac{1}{g \mu} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \text{Re} (a_m) \nabla w_m + \omega \text{Im} (a_m) p^m_Q \right],
\]  

(23)

\[
F_{em} = \frac{\omega}{3g_e} k^3 \left[ - \text{Re} (a_e a_m) (p_S + p_Q) + \text{Im} (a_e a_m) p^E_Q \right].
\]

First of all, these equations clearly demonstrate suitability of the gauge-dependent canonical decomposition (15)–(17), Equations (23) and (24) by no means testify that the mechanical forces [as well as the torques, see (Equation 26) below] are gauge dependent, despite the presence of gauge-dependent quantities \(p_Q\) and \(p_S\). Actually, the mechanical action originates from the immediate interaction between the external electric/magnetic fields and the field-induced charge redistributions (dipoles, quadrupoles, etc.) in the material objects. The whole pattern “per se” is completely gauge-invariant but, under the fixed gauge conditions accepted in optics, can be usefully interpreted via the OM and SM components.
Equation (23) describes the “electric” and “magnetic” dipole forces due to the electric \( \alpha_e \) and magnetic \( \alpha_m \) polarizabilities. Their first terms are the components of the gradient force generated by the inhomogeneous energy distribution (9). The second terms express the dipole contributions of the usual light pressure and testify that the light pressure originates from the OM constituents. In contrast, the mechanical action of the SM appears only in higher dipole orders due to interference between electric and magnetic dipole scattering, when the particle possesses both electric and magnetic properties. The first summand of Equation (24) seemingly suggests that only the “combined” mechanical action supplied by the sum of SM and OM can be detected, but in many practical situations, the two constituents can be easily separated spatially or by their directions \([50, 51, 61–63]\) (for example, see the Structured Light in Optical Tweezers and Micro-Manipulation Techniques subsection Figure 12 [64]). Equation (24) shows that the SM-induced force can expose rather paradoxical features like “pulling” small particles against the \( p_S \) direction \([41, 61]\), which is typical for dielectric particles with real positive \( \alpha_e \) and \( \alpha_m \). The last term of Equation (24) contains the so-called “reactive momentum”:

\[
p^M = \frac{g}{\omega} \varepsilon \mu \text{Im}[E^* \times H],
\]

which is, therefore, an additional DC able to produce a distinct mechanical action \([40, 41, 50, 51, 63]\).

Equations (23) and (24) show that the optical absorption is not necessary for the optical dipole force: a non-zero mechanical action on a particle with real \( \alpha_e, \alpha_m \) is quite possible. This is in contrast with the spinning mechanical action exerted by fields with SAM: a dipole particle can feel the field-induced mechanical torque \( T = T_e + T_m \) only if it absorbs a part of the incident radiation \([50, 51]\),

\[
T_e = \frac{\omega}{\varepsilon \mu} \text{Im}(\alpha_e) s^e, \quad T_m = \frac{\omega}{\varepsilon \mu} \text{Im}(\alpha_m) s^m.
\]

This fact can be used, e.g., for measurement of weak light absorption \([65]\).

In addition, to finalize the recital of DCs, we mention the electromagnetic helicity \([60, 66]\), which is especially important for various aspects of the chiral interactions and electromagnetic duality manifestations in structured light fields:

\[
K = \frac{g}{\omega} \text{Im}(E \cdot H^*).
\]

The energy, momentum, spin, and helicity densities are independent quantities, and together with their derivatives and meaningful constituents (members of the spin–orbital decomposition, partial contributions of the separate polarization components, etc.), they form a complete set of fundamental dynamical properties of light \([12]\).

**Dynamical Characteristics of the Paraxial Fields**

In the special case of paraxial beams [Equations (3)–(6)], the DCs find simple and physically transparent mathematical expressions that additionally elucidate their meanings and descriptive abilities.

In the first-order approximation in \( \gamma \), the longitudinal field does not affect the energy density (9), which takes the form:

\[
w = gE \cdot u = gE (|u_+|^2 + |u_+|^2) = gE (|u_+|^2 + |u_-|^2).
\]

The SM (16) can be described as:

\[
p_S = -\frac{i}{2\omega} gE (\nabla \times [u^* \times u]) = \frac{n}{2} \left( e_x \frac{\partial}{\partial y} - e_y \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \right) K
\]

\[
= \frac{i}{2} \left( e_x \frac{\partial}{\partial y} - e_y \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \right) K
\]

and where we use the complex transverse coordinates

\[
\xi = \frac{x + iy}{\sqrt{2}}, \quad \eta = \frac{x - iy}{\sqrt{2}}
\]

and a paraxial representation of the helicity (27),

\[
K = \frac{g}{\omega} \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon}{\mu}} s^3,
\]

with

\[
s^3 = -i/u^* \times u = -i (u^* u_y - u^*_y u_x) = |u_+|^2 - |u_-|^2
\]

being the coordinate-dependent Stokes parameter \([1]\) responsible for the degree of circular polarization. Equation (29) shows the intimate relation of the SM with the structured nature of the field because it only appears in spatially inhomogeneous conditions. This intimate relation is explained by the physically transparent picture of the SM origin due to the combination of microscopic circulation cells \([8, 9, 67–70]\). According to Equation (29), the paraxial SM is purely transverse and of the first paraxial order in magnitude (\( \sim \gamma \)). Within the beam cross section, it is directed along the constant-helicity lines for which \( s^3 = \text{const} \); in homogeneously polarized beams, the SM has a circulatory character near each intensity extremum, and the corresponding energy flow \( \varepsilon^2 p_S \) performs no energy redistribution \([9, 42]\).

For the OM (17), the paraxial approximation naturally gives the separate longitudinal and transverse contributions:

\[
p_0 = p_{0||} + p_{0\perp}.
\]

The first term,

\[
p_{0||} = \frac{g}{\varepsilon} \text{ne}_z (u^* \cdot u) = \frac{n}{\varepsilon} \omega e_z
\]

describes the main (plane-wave-like) longitudinal part; its spatial distribution exactly reproduces the light energy distribution (28). In paraxial case, the beam intensity,

\[
I = |u_+|^2 + |u_+|^2 + |u_-|^2 \sim |u_x|^2 + |u_y|^2
\]
equally characterizes the energy or momentum distributions; moreover, different detectors measuring either $w$ or the energy flow within a limited solid angle and sensitive either to an electric or magnetic field [9, 67, 71] are equivalent with respect to the spatial intensity distribution. Additional features of the beam’s structured nature are revealed by the second (transverse) term of (33), which can be recast in the form:

$$ p_{O\perp} = \frac{\sigma}{c\omega} \text{Im} (u^* \cdot (\nabla_\perp) u) = \frac{\sigma}{c\omega} \left( |u_+|^2 \nabla_\perp \varphi_+ + |u_-|^2 \nabla_\perp \varphi_- \right), $$

(35)

where the real phases of functions $u_\sigma = |u_\sigma| \exp(i \psi_\sigma)$ are introduced. Equations (33)–(35) show that, in contrast to the SM, the OM can be divided into partial constituents belonging to the orthogonal polarization components, and these constituents are directed along the wavefront normals of the corresponding polarization components [9, 10, 42].

Note that according to Equations (29)–(33), the “full” electromagnetic momentum (15) consists of three summands: the “orbital” terms $p_{O\parallel}$ and $p_{O\perp} (33)$ represent the longitudinal and transverse helicity-independent contributions, while the SM term $p_E (29)$ expresses the specific momentum contribution associated with the beam helicity. Likewise, the spin density (18) in paraxial beams acquires the form:

$$ s = s_{H\parallel} + s_{H\perp} + s_E $$

(36)

where

$$ s_{H\parallel} = \frac{g_E}{\omega} e_z s_3, $$

(37)

$$ s_{H\perp} = \frac{g_E}{\omega k \mu} \left( |u_+|^2 \nabla_\perp \varphi_+ - |u_-|^2 \nabla_\perp \varphi_- \right) $$

(38)

are the longitudinal and transverse components of the usual spin directly associated with the field helicity and vanishing in the linearly polarized or scalar fields. In contrast, the last term of Equation (36),

$$ s_E = \frac{1}{2\omega kn} \nabla_\perp \times (e_z w) = \frac{1}{2\omega kn} \left( e_x \frac{\partial}{\partial y} - e_y \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \right) w $$

$$ = \frac{1}{2\omega k^2 n^2} \nabla \times p_{O\parallel} $$

(39)

describes the helicity-independent spin, specific for structured light fields. It is not related to the polarization but originates from the spatial inhomogeneity of the momentum and/or energy. This spin appears due to the field vector rotation in the longitudinal plane, and its analogs were recently discovered even in acoustic fields [72]; it is usually referred to as the “transverse spin” [12, 50, 51, 73]. However, this nomenclature may be inconvenient beyond the paraxial approximation because the well-defined “longitudinal” and “transverse” directions may be absent in highly structured fields. It is tempting to call it “momentum spin,” as a reciprocal to the “spin momentum” of Equation (29), but this may be confusing, and therefore, the term “extraordinary spin” will be used. Existence of extraordinary spin and momentum with directions different from the wave propagation is a characteristic feature of structured light and is attracting much attention [74]; their specific examples and possible applications are discussed below in the Evansen Waves: Extraordinary Spin and Momentum section, Surface Plasmon-Polaritons section and the Applications of Structured Light section.

The latter Equation (39) discloses an interesting relation between the $s_E$ and the vorticity [9, 20] (curl) of the OM. Remarkably, in the paraxial approximation, keeping only the first-order terms in $\gamma$, this relation can be treated wider as a link between the spin and the total momentum (15) [75]:

$$ s_E = \frac{1}{2k^2 n^2} \nabla \times p^M. $$

(40)

In this form, the reciprocity between the extraordinary spin (39) and the SM (29) becomes especially remarkable: $s_E$ is determined by the curl of momentum just like the SM (18), (29) is determined by the curl of the spin.

In view of Equations (29) and (33)–(39), one can derive another useful spin–momentum relation:

$$ p^M + \sigma k n s = \frac{2g_E}{c} \epsilon n \left( e_z |u_\sigma|^2 + \frac{\sigma}{2k} \nabla \times (e_z |u_\sigma|^2) \right) $$

$$ + \frac{1}{kn} |u_\sigma|^2 \nabla_\perp \varphi_\sigma \right), \quad \sigma = \pm 1. $$

(41)

In particular, it means that in fields with pure right ($u_- \equiv 0$) or left ($u_+ \equiv 0$) circular polarization (eigenstates with well-defined helicity [12]), the spin and momentum are mutually colinear:

$$ p^M = kns \quad (u_- \equiv 0); \quad p^M = -kns \quad (u_+ \equiv 0). $$

(42)

The OAM density with respect to the $z$-axis per unit $z$-length of the beam reads:

$$ \langle L \rangle = \int r \times p_O \, d^2r = e_z \langle L_z \rangle. $$

(43)

Calculations with Equation (35) result in:

$$ \langle L_z \rangle = \frac{\sigma}{\omega} \epsilon \int \left[ |u_+|^2 (r \times \nabla_\perp \varphi_+) + |u_-|^2 (r \times \nabla_\perp \varphi_-) \right] \, d^2r $$

$$ = \frac{\sigma}{\omega} \epsilon \int \left[ |u_+|^2 \frac{\partial \varphi_+ (r)}{\partial \varphi} + |u_-|^2 \frac{\partial \varphi_- (r)}{\partial \varphi} \right] \, d^2r $$

(44)

[cf. Equation (7)]. For circular homogeneously polarized OV beams ($u_- (r) \propto u_+ (r)$) depend only on $r, \varphi = \phi_r$, see Equation (7), Optical Vortices section, Equations (28) and (44) entail that:

$$ \langle L_z \rangle = \frac{\langle w \rangle}{\omega} J, $$

(45)

or $\hbar$ per photon [8, 11].
In conclusion of this section, we present the paraxial expression of the reactive momentum (25):

\[ p_R^M = \frac{g}{2\omega} n \left[ (e_x \frac{\partial}{\partial x} - e_y \frac{\partial}{\partial y}) s_1 + (e_x \frac{\partial}{\partial y} + e_y \frac{\partial}{\partial x}) s_2 \right] = \frac{g n}{|e|} \left[ e_x \frac{\partial}{\partial x} (u_x u_x^* + u_y u_y^*) + e_y \frac{\partial}{\partial y} (u_y u_y^* - u_x u_x^*) \right] \]  

where \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) are the spatially variable Stokes parameters

\[ s_1 = |u_x|^2 - |u_y|^2, \quad s_2 = u_x^* u_y + u_y^* u_x \]  

and \( \xi, \eta \) are the complex coordinates (30). Equation (46) reveals the characteristic symmetry properties of the reactive-momentum force described by the last term of Equation (24). In particular, in case of linear polarization, this force resembles the gradient force [76], however, with opposite signs along the orthogonal directions. This force was studied numerically [40] and discussed based on intuitive arguments [42] as a “polarization-dependent dipole force.”

Finally, we underline that the paraxial expressions presented in the current section are valid if \( \gamma = (kb)^{-1} \ll 1 \), i.e., the characteristic size of the field inhomogeneity \( b \) must be much larger than the wavelength \( \lambda = 2\pi / k \). This condition expresses the approximate character of the paraxial beam model. However, it may be qualitatively valid when \( b \) equals several wavelengths, e.g., for strongly focused beams [73, 77, 78] and provide a reasonable numerical description of the spin-induced phenomena in the focused fields with moderate numerical aperture [1] (NA ~ 0.1) [10, 79].

**Dynamical Characteristics of Optical Fields in Dispersive Media**

In most cases, the structured light fields are closely coupled with the structured matter, and any electromagnetic medium shows the more or less strong dispersion (frequency dependence of the main electric and magnetic parameters) and absorption. Sometimes, while the light frequency is far from the absorption bands of the medium, this frequency dependence can be discarded with no or very small loss of accuracy, and the description of the DCs in such situations was outlined above. However, in most interesting cases, the dispersion-free approach is insufficient, e.g., in application to surface light waves where strong dispersion and spatial inhomogeneity are inevitable.

In order to develop a consistent means for the DC description in dispersive media, the mathematical and physical attributes of the DCs were carefully revisited [52, 56, 58, 80–82]. First, in the frame of phenomenological Lagrangian formalism, via formulation of the energy-momentum tensor in dispersive media and using the Noether theorem in pursuit of the conserved quantities, the dispersion corrections for the field momentum and AM were derived [56, 58]. Based on these results, it was shown that the influence of dispersion can be accounted for by means of introducing the dispersion-modified permittivity and permeability into the regular DC expressions (9), (16)–(18), and (27) [52, 81, 82].

Remarkably, the general model of the dispersion corrections continues along the way paved more than a century ago by the well-known Brillouin formula for the energy [83]:

\[ \tilde{\omega} = \frac{\omega}{2} \left( |\tilde{E}|^2 + \tilde{\mu} |\tilde{H}|^2 \right), \quad \tilde{\varepsilon} = \varepsilon + \omega \frac{d\varepsilon}{d\omega}, \quad \tilde{\mu} = \mu + \omega \frac{d\mu}{d\omega} \]  

where “~” denotes dispersion-modified quantities, and \( \varepsilon \) and \( \mu \) are assumed to be real. This expression differs from the non-dispersive version (9) by the replacements \( \varepsilon \rightarrow \tilde{\varepsilon}, \mu \rightarrow \tilde{\mu} \). Note that in dispersive media, \( \varepsilon \) and \( \mu \) can be negative, and then Equation (9) may cause negative-energy inconsistencies, while \( \tilde{\varepsilon} \) and \( \tilde{\mu} \) are always positive.

The energy flow density \( S \) is still described by the kinetic Abraham momentum [52, 81] (10), and the group velocity is determined by Equations (11) and (12) with dispersion-modified energy density, e.g., \( \tilde{\gamma}_g = \langle S \rangle / (\tilde{\omega}) \). However, expressions for the OM, SM, SAM, and OAM [Equations (16)–(19)] in dispersive media acquire the forms [52, 81, 82]:

\[ \tilde{P} = \frac{g}{2\omega} \text{Im} \left[ \tilde{\varepsilon} \tilde{E}^* \cdot (\Delta E + \tilde{\mu} \tilde{H}^* \cdot (\nabla) \tilde{H}) \right], \]

\[ \tilde{\varepsilon} = \frac{g}{2\omega} \text{Im} \left[ \tilde{\varepsilon} \tilde{E}^* \times \tilde{E} + \tilde{\mu} \tilde{H}^* \times \tilde{H} \right], \quad \tilde{L} = \tilde{R} \times \tilde{P}, \]  

\[ \tilde{\mu} = \frac{1}{2} \nabla \times \tilde{\varepsilon} = \frac{g}{4\omega} \nabla \times \text{Im} \left( \tilde{\varepsilon} \tilde{E}^* \times \tilde{E} + \tilde{\mu} \tilde{H}^* \times \tilde{H} \right). \]

Note that the dispersion corrections are applied not to the Poynting momentum [Equation (13) or (15)] but to the constituents (16) and (17) of its spin–orbital (canonical) decomposition. This means that, for the field in a dispersive medium, it is the SM and OM that are fundamental rather than the “full” momentum, no matter whether it is in its Abraham (13) or Minkowski (15) form. In this pattern, the full electromagnetic momentum appears as a derivative quantity formed as a sum of the dispersion-modified SM and OM.

The exclusive role played by the SM and OM for the DC description under dispersive conditions discloses additional important and unexpected features of the spin–orbital decomposition of the electromagnetic momentum (15)–(17). Noteworthy, in case of negligible dispersion, the results (49)–(51) reduce to the expressions following from the Minkowski paradigm, thus, supplying its additional support.

Also, the general approach [56, 58] leads to the dispersion-modified helicity expression [80] (cf. Equation (27))

\[ \tilde{K} = \frac{g}{2\omega} \left( \frac{\tilde{\varepsilon}}{\varepsilon} + \frac{\tilde{\mu}}{\mu} \right) \text{Im} \left( \tilde{E} \cdot \tilde{H}^* \right). \]

Note that the dispersion-modified expressions for the electromagnetic DC are not necessary for explanation of their mechanical action on suspended particles but are rather important for understanding the dynamical properties of the field as a whole. In view of the mechanical actions, any material probe immersed in the medium feels the “pure” electromagnetic field and feels the field-induced medium motions but with different sensitivities. This means, for example, that the “total” dispersion-modified momenta (49) and (51) and spin (50) (or their electric and magnetic parts separately) cannot be substituted.
into Equations (23), (24), and (26) for the field-induced force or torque. The mechanical action of the field “per se” is determined by the “pure” field parts of the spin or momentum discussed in the General Definitions subsection, whereas the mechanical action of the medium motions (if it exists) is determined by some completely different non-electromagnetic mechanisms.

In this context, the last element of the DC set discussed in this paper, the reactive momentum (25), shows no known physical manifestations related to the dispersion; that is why the search of its dispersion-modified expression currently looks meaningless [39, 84].

EVANESCENT WAVES: EXTRAORDINARY SPIN AND MOMENTUM

Another characteristic and very important example of structured light fields is supplied by evanescent waves (EW) [1, 85]. Such waves show oscillatory and propagating behavior along a certain surface but exponentially decay in the off-surface direction. They appear in the optically denser medium in case of total internal reflection [54, 63, 84–86], outside a dielectric waveguide [85, 86], near curved reflecting surfaces (whispering gallery modes), near a metal–dielectric interface [surface plasmon–polariton (SPP)] [39, 52, 81, 82, 85–87], etc.

Let us consider the EW propagating parallel to the (y, z)-plane (see Figures 7A, C). It can be regarded as a plane wave rotated through a complex angle. Let this “initial” plane wave propagated along axis z and the field vectors be presented as:

\[
E(R) = \frac{A_0}{\sqrt{1 + |m|^2}} (1, m, 0)^T \exp(inkz),
\]

\[
H(R) = \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon}{\mu}} \frac{A_0}{\sqrt{1 + |m|^2}} (-m, 1, 0)^T \exp(inkz). \tag{53}
\]
of polarization. It can also be described by the normalized Stokes parameters:

\[ \tau = \frac{1 - |m|^2}{1 + |m|^2}, \quad \chi = \frac{2 \Re m}{1 + |m|^2}, \quad \sigma = \frac{2 \Im m}{1 + |m|^2}. \]  

(54)

Note that \( \tau^2 + \chi^2 + \sigma^2 = 1 \), and \( \tau \) determines the degree of linear polarization in the \((x, y)\)-directions, \( \chi \) — in directions \( \pm 45^\circ \), and \( \sigma \) determines the light helicity (degree of circular polarization).

Actually, \( \tau, \chi \) and \( \sigma \) correspond to normalized quantities \( s_1, s_2 \), and \( s_3 \) introduced for paraxial beams in Equations (32) and (47); now \( \sigma \) is not obligatory equal to \( \pm 1 \) but can take any value within the interval \((-1, 1)\), as well as can \( \tau \) and \( \chi \). The EW propagating along axis \( z \) is obtained from the plane wave (53) via the rotation by a complex angle \( i \alpha \), which is described by the rotation matrix:

\[ R_m(i \alpha) = \begin{pmatrix} \cos(\alpha) & 0 & \sin(\alpha) \\ 1 & 0 & 0 \\ -\sin(\alpha) & 0 & \cos(\alpha) \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \cosh \alpha & 0 & \sinh \alpha \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ -i \sinh \alpha & 0 & \cosh \alpha \end{pmatrix} \]

and leads to the results:

\[ E(R) \rightarrow R_m(i \alpha) E[R_m(-i \alpha) R] \]
\[ H(R) \rightarrow R_m(i \alpha) H[R_m(-i \alpha) R] \]

where \( k_z = nk \cosh \alpha > nk \) and \( \kappa = nk \sinh \alpha \), and \( A = A_0 / \cosh \alpha \). Formally, Equations (55) and (56) describe a plane wave with the complex wavevector:

\[ \mathbf{k} = \mathbf{e}_z k_z + \mathbf{e}_x k_x = \mathbf{e}_z nk \cosh \alpha + i \mathbf{e}_x nk \sinh \alpha \]

(57)

whose real and imaginary parts are orthogonal, \( \Im \mathbf{k} \perp \Re \mathbf{k} \) (see Figure 7A).

For example, an EW of the forms (55) and (56) is formed in the half-space \( x > 0 \) if the plane \( x = 0 \) separates it from the homogeneous medium with parameters \( \varepsilon_1 \) and \( \mu_1 \) (Figure 7A) so that \( n_1 = \sqrt{\varepsilon_1 \mu_1} > n \), and the plane wave (53) approaches the interface from \( x < 0 \) at an angle \( \theta_1 \); then,

\[ \frac{n_1}{n} \sin \theta_1 = \frac{k_z}{k}, \quad \sqrt{\left(\frac{n_1}{n}\right)^2 \sin^2 \theta_1 - 1} = \frac{\kappa}{k}, \quad k_z^2 = n^2 k^2 + \kappa^2. \]

(58)

In the non-dispersive situation, immediate substitution of Equations (55) and (56) into Equations (9) and (13) yields expressions for the energy and momentum densities:

\[ w = g |E|^2 \exp(-2\chi x), \]
\[ \mathbf{p}^M = \frac{1}{\omega k_z} n k (\sigma \mathbf{e}_x + n \mathbf{e}_z), \]

where the third relation (54) is used. The electric and magnetic parts of the energy density can be written as:

\[ w^e = \frac{w}{4} \left[ (1 + \tau) \left(1 + \frac{k^2}{k_z^2}\right) + (1 - \tau) \frac{n^2 k^2}{k_z^2}\right], \]
\[ w^m = \frac{w}{4} \left[ (1 - \tau) \left(1 + \frac{k^2}{k_z^2}\right) + (1 + \tau) \frac{n^2 k^2}{k_z^2}\right]. \]

(61)

According to Equation (18), the spin density of the EW is:

\[ s^e = \frac{w nk}{2 \omega k_z} \left( \frac{\chi}{k_z} \mathbf{e}_x + \frac{\kappa}{nk} (1 + \tau) \mathbf{e}_y + \frac{\sigma}{2} \mathbf{e}_z \right), \]
\[ s^m = \frac{w nk}{2 \omega k_z} \left( -\frac{\chi}{k_z} \mathbf{e}_x + \frac{\kappa}{nk} (1 - \tau) \mathbf{e}_y + \frac{\sigma}{2} \mathbf{e}_z \right). \]

(62)

Note that the electric and magnetic constituents of the \( z \)-component are equal, and the \( x \)-oriented components exactly compensate each other (however, their mechanical action can be revealed due to selective sensitivity (26) of material particles [50, 88–90]). The total spin \( s^e + s^m \) completely belongs to the \((y\z)\)-plane:

\[ s = \frac{w}{\omega} \left( \frac{\kappa}{k_z} \mathbf{e}_y + \frac{\sigma}{2} \mathbf{e}_z \right). \]

(63)

Its \( z \)-component \( s_z \) emerges due to elliptical polarization of the EW and is analogous to the helicity-dependent spin (36)–(38), while the \( y \)-components describe extraordinary polarization-independent spin [analog of \( s_{\parallel} \) (39), (40)]. At first glance, the existence of the transverse spin contradicts the system symmetry for which the plane \((xz)\) is the mirror-symmetry plane, but the fact is that the spin is an axial vector, which does not change sign upon reflection. This extraordinary spin is a characteristic feature of EWs (see Figures 7A,C), and it is the EW where its existence was first discovered [50, 53]. It originates from the field vector rotation in the longitudinal plane clearly seen in Figure 7B. Remarkably, the handedness of this rotation [and, therefore, the transverse spin direction characterized by the 1st summand of Equation (63)] is coupled with the direction of the EW propagation, which can be expressed as [cf. Equation (57)]:

\[ s_{\perp} = s_y \mathbf{e}_y = \frac{w}{\omega} \frac{\Re \mathbf{k} \times \Im \mathbf{k}}{(\Re \mathbf{k})^2} = \frac{1}{2k^2 n^2} \nabla \times \mathbf{p}^M. \]

(64)

The first part of the above relation [12] immediately connects the spin with the directions of propagation \( \Re \mathbf{k} \) and of the EW attenuation \( \Im \mathbf{k} \). The same property (however, in a less evident form) is formulated by the second part of Equation (64) [75], which represents the “evanescent” version of Equation (40) and follows from Equations (59), (60), and (63). The spin–momentum coupling described by the above equations is widely used in applications for unidirectional excitation and controllable switching of surface waves [77, 91–95]. In more detail, these applications are considered in the Optical Switching and Signal Processing: Applications of the EW and SPP Properties subsection.
The components of the SM are determined through Equations (62) and (63) and the last Equation (18), giving:

\[ \mathbf{p}^m \mathbf{\xi} = \frac{w \kappa}{2\omega k_z} \left[ n k \sigma \mathbf{e}_y - (1 + \tau) \kappa \mathbf{e}_z \right], \]
\[ \mathbf{p}^m \mathbf{\eta} = \frac{w \kappa}{2\omega k_z} \left[ n k \sigma \mathbf{e}_y - (1 - \tau) \kappa \mathbf{e}_z \right], \]
\[ \mathbf{p}^m \mathbf{\zeta} = \frac{w \kappa}{\omega k_z} \left( n k \sigma \mathbf{e}_y - \kappa \mathbf{e}_z \right). \]  
(65)

The main feature of Equation (65) is the transverse direction of the “extraordinary” momentum \( \mathbf{p}_{\text{SM}} \propto \mathbf{e}_y \) (see Figures 7A,D), which can produce the extraordinary \( y \)-directed force (Figure 7E) [50, 63, 96] (note that the mechanical action of an EW can be calculated using the classical Mie scattering theory adapted to plane-wave fields (53) rotated through a complex angle, see Equations (55), (56)) [45]. This transverse force, again, seemingly contradicts the system symmetry with respect to the (xz)-plane. However, it emerges due to the non-zero helicity \( \sigma \), which destroys the mentioned symmetry.

The OM constituents appear to be proportional to the corresponding energy-density constituents [cf. Equation (34)]:

\[ \mathbf{p}^{m, e}_O = \frac{w k}{\omega} k_z \mathbf{e}_z, \quad \mathbf{p}_O = \mathbf{p}^{m} + \mathbf{p}^{m, e}_O = \frac{w k}{\omega} k_z \mathbf{e}_z. \]  
(66)

Quite expectedly, the OM is completely longitudinal (along the direction of the wave propagation). Interestingly, the z-oriented SM and OM are directed oppositely (see Figure 7C) and satisfy the relations:

\[ \mathbf{p}^z_{\text{SM}} = -\left( \frac{k}{nk} \right)^2 \mathbf{p}_2, \quad \mathbf{p}^z_{\text{OM}} = \left( \frac{k}{nk} \right)^2 \mathbf{p}_z, \]  
(67)

where \( \mathbf{p}_z \) is the longitudinal component of the Poynting–Minkowski momentum (15). Since \( \mathbf{p}^z_{\text{OM}} > \mathbf{p}_2 \), Equation (67) means that an EW is able (locally) to carry the “supermomentum” [12, 53] that exceeds the momentum of a plane wave with the same energy (higher than \( nk \) per photon) [97, 98]. Also, the force exerted on a particle by the EW can be higher than the force from the plane wave with the same local energy density [50].

The group velocity of the EW can be determined by either of Equations (11) or (12) because of the similarity in spatial distributions of the energy (59) and the Poynting momentum (60), which entails the same energy flow distribution \( S \). Taking the Abraham counterpart of expression (60), one easily obtains:

\[ \mathbf{v}_z = \mathbf{p}^A_{\xi} \mathbf{w}^{A} = \frac{1}{\kappa} k^2 \omega \mathbf{e}_z = \frac{c}{n \cosh \alpha} \mathbf{e}_z. \]  
(68)

This result shows that the energy propagates with subluminal velocity directed in agreement with the wave propagation (in more complex strongly dispersive and SPP-supporting systems, EWs with zero or negative group velocities may also exist) [39, 95, 99, 100].

Finally, the helicity (27) and the reactive momentum (25) of the EW described by Equations (55) and (56) can be determined as:

\[ K = \frac{\sigma w}{n \omega} \mathbf{p}^M = \frac{w n k \kappa}{\omega k_z} \left( -\frac{\tau}{nk} \mathbf{e}_x - \mathbf{e}_y \right). \]  
(69)

As is seen, the reactive momentum does not possess a longitudinal \( z \)-component. Like in Equation (46), the mechanical action of the \( x \)-component of the second Equation (69) is similar to the gradient force action (see Equation 24), and even more, this \( x \)-component is colinear with the gradient force. However, the reactive momentum resembles the SM by the existence of an “extraordinary” transverse \( y \)-component proportional to the parameter \( \chi \) just like the \( y \)-component of the SM (65), which is proportional to the helicity \( \sigma \). Together with Equation (24), this means that the transverse force may emerge in the EW not only due to ellipticity (polarization-dependent SM) but also due to the linear 45°-polarization. The corresponding transverse mechanical action of the extraordinary SM and reactive momentum was convincingly demonstrated in experiments with the EW formed above the total-reflection glass–air interface [63].

**SURFACE PLASMON–POLARITONS**

An interesting and meaningful case of EW can be realized at interfaces between conductive and dielectric media (Figure 7C). In the optical-frequency range, many natural [86, 87, 101] (and artificial [102, 103]) conductive materials possess negative real part of the permittivity and a relatively small imaginary part responsible for the light dissipation. In such conditions, the double-evanescent field, attached to the interface and exponentially decaying on both sides, can propagate rather long distances without perceptible damping (up to the 0.1-mm scale [86], which is practical infinity in nano-optics). Such waves are formed by the coupled excitation of the electromagnetic field and plasmon oscillations in metal, and are called surface plasmon–polaritons (SPPs) [39, 52, 81, 82, 85–87].

Figure 7C represents a model structure supporting the SPP propagation: medium 1 (dielectric) with permittivity \( \varepsilon_1 \) and permeability \( \mu_1 \) occupy the half-space \( x > 0 \), while at \( x < 0 \), the metallic medium 2 is situated. The characteristic distinction of SPPs from other EWs considered in the previous section is the strong dispersion of the medium 2 electromagnetic parameters \( \varepsilon_2(\omega), \mu_2(\omega) \). In the lossless approximation \( \text{Im}(\varepsilon_2(\omega), \mu_2(\omega)) = 0 \), the electric and magnetic fields of the TM surface mode read [39, 52, 81, 82]:

\[ \mathbf{E}_1 = \frac{A_1}{\varepsilon_1} \left( \mathbf{e}_x - i \frac{k_1}{k_3} \mathbf{e}_z \right) \exp(ik_3z - k_1x), \]
\[ \mathbf{H}_1 = \mathbf{e}_y A_1 \left\{ \kappa \kappa_3 \exp(ik_3z - k_1x) \right\}, \quad (x > 0); \]
\[ \mathbf{E}_2 = \frac{A_2}{\varepsilon_2} \left( \mathbf{e}_x + i \frac{k_2}{k_3} \mathbf{e}_z \right) \exp(ik_3z + k_2x), \]
\[ \mathbf{H}_2 = \mathbf{e}_y A_2 \left\{ \kappa \kappa_3 \exp(ik_3z + k_2x) \right\}, \quad (x < 0). \]  
(70, 71)
Here, $A_s$ is the coordinate-independent normalization constant [the subscript distinguishes it from the constant $A$ in Equations (53)–(59)]:

$$k_s^2 = \frac{\varepsilon_1\varepsilon_2(\varepsilon_1\mu_2 - \varepsilon_2\mu_1)}{\varepsilon_1^2 - \varepsilon_2^2} k^2,$$

$$\kappa_{1,2}^2 = \frac{\varepsilon_1^2 k^2}{\varepsilon_1^2 - \varepsilon_2^2} \left(\frac{\varepsilon_2\mu_2 - \varepsilon_1\mu_1}{\varepsilon_1^2 - \varepsilon_2^2}\right), \quad \kappa_1 = -\frac{\varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_2} .$$

(72)

The propagation constant $k_s$ is the SPP counterpart of $k_z$ in Equations (55) and (56). For existence of the TM mode, $\varepsilon_1$ and $\varepsilon_2$ must have opposite signs. For certainty, we accept $\varepsilon_1 > 0$, $\mu_1 > 0$, and then one of the two sets of conditions must hold that enable the SPP propagation: either $\varepsilon_2 < -\varepsilon_1$, $\mu_2 > -\varepsilon_1\mu_1/|\varepsilon_2|$ or $-\varepsilon_1 < \varepsilon_2 < 0$, $\mu_2 < -\varepsilon_1\mu_1/|\varepsilon_2|$.

Owing to the spatial confinement, the SPP field can be characterized by the integral values of its DC [cf. Equation (12)], and as the considered SPP field (70), (71) is homogeneous in both

**FIGURE 8** | Frequency dependence of the main dynamical characteristic (DC) of the TM SPP wave (70), (71) for the electric and magnetic parameters of media 1 and 2 described by Equation (73) [52, 81]. (A) Integral energy (74); (B) center-of-gravity position (76); (C) group velocity (75); (D) orbital momentum (77); (E) SAM (79) (red line) and the “traditional” Abraham-type spin calculated without the dispersion corrections [53]; (F) intrinsic and extrinsic (with respect to the interface $x = 0$) OAM (80).
...only the integration over \(x\) is meaningful. So, in Equations (74)–(80) and Figure 8 below, \(\ldots\) denotes surface densities per unit area of the (yz)-plane. All the DCs essentially depend on frequency in compliance with the functions \(\varepsilon_3(\omega), \mu_2(\omega)\) and Equation (72); the dependence can be rather intricate for various natural media and metamaterials [101–103]. The illustrations are given in Figure 8 for the simplest case of the standard plasma (Drude) model [81, 86] with the plasma frequency \(\omega_p^2\):

\[
\varepsilon_1 = 1, \quad \mu_1 = \mu_2 = 1, \quad \varepsilon_2(\omega) = 1 - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega^2}. \tag{73}
\]

By using the dispersion-modified definitions (48)–(51), the SPP energy is expressed in the form:

\[
\langle \tilde{w} \rangle = \frac{|A|^2}{2v_g} \frac{\omega^2}{\varepsilon_2} \frac{k_s}{k_1 k_2} \frac{1}{\varepsilon_1 k_1} \left( 1 - \frac{\varepsilon_1^2}{\varepsilon_2^2} \right) \tag{74}
\]

where

\[
v_g = \frac{\omega}{k_1} \frac{\varepsilon_2^2 - \varepsilon_1^2}{k_2} \left( \frac{k_2^2}{k_1^2} + 1 \right) + \frac{\mu_2 k_2^2}{\varepsilon_2^2} \tag{75}
\]

is the SPP group velocity [cf. Equations (11) and (12) and Figures 8A,C]. Note that under certain conditions (not realized in Figure 8C), \(v_g\) can be negative (the wave field \(70, 71\) propagates toward \(z \to +\infty\), while the SPP energy flows oppositely \([39, 100]\)).

The SPP confinement enables a meaningful definition of the center of gravity \((21)\) (see Figure 8B):

\[
x_C = \langle x \rangle = \frac{1}{2k_1} \left( \frac{\varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_2} + \frac{v_g k_s}{\omega} \frac{\varepsilon_2}{\varepsilon_2 + \varepsilon_1} \right). \tag{76}
\]

The OM of the SPP is completely longitudinal and fairly agrees with Equation (66):

\[
\langle \tilde{p}_0 \rangle = e_z \frac{k_s}{\omega} \langle \tilde{w} \rangle \tag{77}
\]

(Figure 8D), which, again, means that the SPP carries supermomentum \([12, 21, 53]\) \(\hbar k_z > \hbar k\) per polariton, both locally and integrally \([52, 81]\).

The SM density \(\tilde{p}_S\) (51) consists of three parts (Figure 9). In the upper half-space, the usual SM \((65)\) of the EW in a dielectric is directed oppositely to the wave propagation (green arrows in Figures 7C, 9). In the lower half-space, the EW is formed in the conductive medium, and the SAM is coupled to the circulatory motion of the charge carriers (electrons) schematically shown in Figure 9. Accordingly, the SM (yellow arrow in Figure 9) includes the mechanical momentum of electrons. As in other similar cases \([67, 69, 70]\), a linear macroscopic current emerges in the system of inhomogeneously distributed microscopic vorticities due to the incomplete compensation of oppositely directed electron velocities in adjacent horizontal layers of medium 2. The compensation is completely destroyed at the interface where the sequence of electron loops "breaks," and the near-surface motions of electrons "combine" into a strictly localized z-directed momentum (red arrow in Figure 9): this is the third part of the SM. In agreement with the general theory [see equation (22)], the three parts of the SM mutually cancel out, \(\tilde{p}_S = 0\); that is why the integral SM is not illustrated in Figure 8.

An important aspect of this behavior is that the material SAM and SM contributions in medium 2 are formed by the charged particles and are, therefore, associated with electric currents. As a result, the SPP-induced magnetization (a sort of inverse Faraday effect) \([83]\) must appear in the conductive medium 2 \([52, 81, 82]\). Its quantitative measure (the magnetic moment of the conductive-medium layer per unit z-length and unit y-width) can be presented in the form \([39]\):

\[
\langle M \rangle = y \frac{e}{2m_e} v_g \frac{\omega}{\omega^2} \frac{k_2}{k_1} \frac{\varepsilon_1 k_1}{\varepsilon_2^2 - \varepsilon_1^2} \frac{\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2}, \tag{78}
\]

where \(e < 0\) and \(m_e\) are the electron charge and mass. Noteworthy, the magnetization effect is of essentially dispersive nature and vanishes when \(\varepsilon_2 = \varepsilon_1\).

In contrast to the EW formed upon total reflection [see Equation (63)], the SAM of the SPP is purely transverse:

\[
\langle \tilde{s} \rangle = e_z \frac{v_g}{\omega^2} \frac{k_2}{k_1} \frac{\varepsilon_1 k_1}{\varepsilon_2^2 - \varepsilon_1^2} \frac{\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_1}{\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2}. \tag{79}
\]
Figure 8E shows that the SAM can have different directions at different frequencies and, in case of the Drude model (73), vanishes for \( \omega = \omega_p/\sqrt{3} \). According to Equations (19) and (20) and the second Equation (50), the OAM density of the SPP field reduces to \( \mathbf{L} = -e_y (x - x_C) \mathbf{P}_{OZ} - e_y x_C \mathbf{P}_{OZ} \), that is, the intrinsic OAM [with respect to the center of gravity (76)] vanishes, and the extrinsic OAM (with respect to the coordinate origin) equals:

\[
\langle \mathbf{L}_{\text{ex}} \rangle = -e_y k_s / \omega x_C \langle \mathbf{w} \rangle .
\]

The vanishing intrinsic OAM part means that the OM of the SPP does not exhibit any vortex-like circulation, in contrast to the Poynting–Abraham energy flux [53, 104].

**APPLICATIONS OF STRUCTURED LIGHT**

The unique properties of structured light are now extensively used in many scientific and technological fields, and still more new applications are developed every day in laboratories. Here, we consider some selected applied aspects of structured light that can illustrate their general fundamental properties and physical nature.

**Structured Light in Optical Tweezers and Micro-Manipulation Techniques**

After 1970 when Ashkin [105] (the Nobel Prize 2018) had revealed the focused laser beam’s ability of exerting a mechanical action on small particles, the technique of optical manipulation demonstrated a huge progress, and all this development has been associated with the properties of structured light. The diversity of relevant methods and instruments is almost boundless, and in this paper, we can only mention the main principles and illustrate the peculiar mechanisms or the structured light properties employed for spatial localization and transportation of micro- and nano-objects [8, 11, 38, 64, 68, 106–113].

The first idea realized in the early works by Ashkin is based on the inhomogeneous energy distribution and the gradient force [first summands of Equations (23)]. Owing to this, a dielectric particle, whose refractive index exceeds that of the environment, tends to be localized in the intensity maxima; correspondingly, the particles with small refractive index, as well as absorbing particles, move to the intensity minima, which form thus the “gradient optical traps.” This mechanism provides efficient means for the 3D particle localization and controllable displacement with the help of “bottle beams” that contain volumes of low (zero) intensity surrounded by the high-intensity regions [111–118] (Figure 10). The generic bottle beam...
configuration is illustrated in Figures 10a,b. Such beams can be generated, e.g., by superposition of oppositely propagating OV beams [115] or inside the focal volume of a lens with a controlled spherical aberration [117]. Further development of these principles has led to the creation of multiple optical traps (Figure 10c) able to manipulate ensembles of trapped particles in air [114, 116–120].

Other popular types of optical traps additionally exploit the rotational properties of structured light beams enabling controlled transverse motion and orientation of particles [7, 57, 68, 106, 110, 121]. For example [121], a focused multi-ring OV beam with linear polarization traps particles suspended in water within a bright ring (the particle localization along the longitudinal direction is performed by non-optical means due to the cell construction) and causes their orbital motion along the ring by means of the transverse light-pressure component (23) (Figure 11B). This can be considered as a direct manifestation of the beam OAM (see the Optical Vortices section and the General Definitions subsection). When the incident beam is circularly polarized, a particle additionally experiences optical torque (26) resulting from the beam’s SAM and inducing the spinning motion (Figure 11C).

The principle of Figure 11A can be used in optically driven sensors and machines for micro-fluidic environments, for fine adjustment of selective chemical interactions, in studies of the fluid and particle’s properties and for the adjustment of selective chemical interactions, in studies of the fluid and particle’s properties [110]. In other approaches [64, 106, 107], the structured fields with inhomogeneous polarization are suggested for creation of easily controllable and technically flexible optical traps (Figure 12).

In this scheme, the trap is formed due to the interference of beams 1 and 2 whose polarization (circular, elliptic, linear), phase, intensity, and degree of mutual coherence can be varied in a wide range by means of the polarization interferometry techniques [122–124]. In the simplest scheme [64], two identical Gaussian beams from a semiconductor laser (\(\lambda = 0.67 \mu \text{m}\)) with radii \(b = 0.7 \text{ mm (measured at the intensity level } e^{-1} \text{ of maximum) approach a micro-objective with a focal distance of } f = 10 \text{ mm (Figure 12a)}. The beams are parallel to the objective axis and are located at a distance \(a = 1.3 \text{ mm from it, which provides the effective focusing angle } \theta = \arctan (a/f) \approx 7.4^\circ \text{ and } \text{NA} \sim 0.16; \) after focusing, they interfere in the focal region of the objective where the cuvette with liquid-suspended particles is placed. At the lens 3 input (see Figure 12a), beams 1 and 2 possess the complex amplitude distributions:

\[
u_j(x,y,z) = A_0 \exp \left(-\frac{[x+(−1)^j a]^2+y^2}{2b^2}\right) \quad (j = 1, 2).
\] (81)

Behind the objective, each beam propagates along its own axis \(z_j\) with focusing angle \(\sim \arctan (b/f) \approx 0.07 \text{ rad}, which practically corresponds to the paraxial regime with the paraxiality parameter \(\gamma = b/f\) (see the Principles of the Structured Light Description: Paraxial Model section). Therefore, in the proper coordinate frame \((x_j,y_j,z_j)\) (see Figure 1), which is connected to the laboratory frame \((x,y,z)\) by the relations:

\[
x_j = x + (−1)^j a \cos \theta - (−1)^j z \sin \theta, \quad y_j = y, \quad z_{1,2} = (−1)^j [x + (−1)^j a] \sin \theta + z \cos \theta,
\] (82)

the beams’ evolution is described by the equation readily derived from Equation (81) and the common theory of Gaussian beams.

---

**FIGURE 11** | (A) Optical system focusing the beam with OAM into the cell with suspended particles; (B,C) consecutive time-dependent positions and orientations of the particles in the objective focal plane under the action of the beam with (B) OAM, and (C) SAM [121].
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FIGURE 12 | (a) Experimental scheme for realization of optical trap with inhomogeneous polarization [64, 106]: 1 and 2 are the input beams, 3 is the objective lens, the cuvette 4 with water-suspended particles is placed in the focal plane. (b) Simulated and (c) experimental pictures observed in the cuvette; (b) the particle trace is conventionally presented by the black oval; arrows show the transverse SM lines [cf. Equation (29)] in the case of right circular polarization of the input beams (indicated in the right upper corner); (c) the dashed oval with arrows schematically illustrates the particle trajectory.

\[
u_j(x_j, y_j, z_j) = \eta A_0 \left( 1 - \frac{z_j}{f} \right) \exp \left( \frac{z_j}{z_R} \right) \frac{1}{\left( 1 - \frac{z_j}{f} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\mu}{z_R} \right)^2} \times \exp \left\{- \frac{1}{2} \left( x_j^2 + y_j^2 \right) \right\}, \tag{83}
\]

where the coefficient \( \eta \) accounts for the energy losses in the focusing optical system, and \( z_R = kb^2 \) (see the Principles of the Structured Light Description: Paraxial Model). Then, neglecting the small longitudinal components, which appear due to the oblique incidence (this is possible because the longitudinal localization of a particle is regulated by the mechanical confinement, e.g., by the cuvette walls), the resulting amplitude distribution in the focal region can be found from the equation:

\[
[u(x, y, z) \exp(ikz)]_{z=f+\delta} = u_1(x_1, y, z_1) \exp(ikz_1) + u_2(x_2, y, z_2) \exp(ikz_2), \tag{84}
\]

where \( \delta \) specifies the exact location of the observation plane with respect to the focus (normally, \( \delta \) can be adjusted to provide the best conditions for particle trapping and manipulation), \( z_j \) and \( x_j \) should be replaced by their expressions (82), with allowance for \( z = f + \delta \).

The dynamical properties of the interference pattern are determined by Equations (23), (24), (26), and (82)–(84) for conditions of Figure 12a and are illustrated in Figure 12b for the case of circularly polarized beams 1 and 2. According to the Dynamical Characteristics of the Paraxial Fields section, the SM is directed along the constant-intensity lines and forms circulatory flows within each lobe, while the transverse component of the orbital (canonical) momentum (35) is attributed to the beam (84) divergence and directed off-center. Adjusting the angle \( \theta \), focal length \( f \), and the relative phase of the beams enables independent regulation of the intensity pattern and the spatially inhomogeneous polarization of the field in the observation plane. In experiments, a latex particle (\( n = 1.48 \)) suspended in water was trapped within the central lobe at a certain distance from the axis due to equilibrium between the gradient force “pulling” it to the intensity maximum and the OM-induced light pressure “pushing” it out [64]. In the case of the circular polarization, an asymmetric particle spins due to the spin-induced torque (26). Simultaneously, it performs an orbital motion (dashed elliptic trajectory in Figure 12c) due to the transverse SM (29) and the corresponding force component [first summand of (24)]. The sense of orbiting reverses with the sign of circular polarization; in case of linear polarization, the particle’s motion stops. Note that the OM in the first summand of Equation (24) cannot cause the
particle orbiting in the scheme in Figure 12 because of its off-center direction, and thus, the “pure” mechanical action of the SM is observed [cf. the General Definitions subsection, paragraph above Equation (25)].

Additional fruitful possibilities in optical manipulation techniques are supplied by the evanescent fields. In an EW, a particle is efficiently trapped in one dimension by the very field configuration but can be shifted, translated, orbited, and spun by the ponderomotive forces described by Equations (62)–(67) and (69) [88–90, 125–127]. A great variety of elliptical trajectories of fluid-suspended microparticles driven by a single evanescent field has been observed [125–127]. This behavior is highly tunable and agrees with the theoretical model that accounts for Mie scattering and hydrodynamic drag. It shows that the structured-light approaches are useful for inducing orbital motion of microparticles, with readily tunable parameters of motion including orbital frequency, radius, and ellipticity [127]. Additionally, in many cases, the EW-generated optical forces, intrinsically related with the wave helicity, exert selective influences with respect to the particle chiral properties, thus, enabling the chirality-dependent manipulation and sorting [125, 126]. This promises especial facilities in biomedical applications [88–90]. Further deeper understanding of the detailed dynamics of microparticles in a fluidic environment near a surface will contribute to effective application of optically driven microparticles as functional elements in optofluidic devices.

Optical Switching and Signal Processing: Applications of the EW and SPP Properties

Evanescent optical waves and, especially, SPPs attract enormous interest during the recent decades for many reasons, but the most important—in our opinion—is the fact that these offer promising ways for creation and development of all-optical information-processing systems. Practical realization of very attractive optical methods for the information encoding, delivering, and processing with usual optical elements meets a natural limitation. Since an optical field cannot be localized in a volume less than the wavelength size, the optical gates, switches, triggers, etc., seemingly cannot compete with the solid-state counterparts in microminiaturization potential. And only the near-field optics, first of all plasmonics, enables manipulation of “bulky” optical fields with “tiny” subwavelength elements with the nanometer-size scales.

In this view, the possibilities for the controllable SPP excitation and propagation are in the focus of current research [12, 95]. Most of them are associated with the transverse spin–momentum locking, or coupling [Equations (63), (64)], and a number of prominent results has been reported [91–94, 128–132]. Despite the different setups and interfaces, all of the recent experiments explore the same physical principles discussed in the Evanescent Waves: Extraordinary Spin and Momentum section and the Surface Plasmon-Polaritons section (see Figure 13). In all these cases, external \( y \)-propagating light beam with usual longitudinal SAM from the circular polarization \( \sigma = \pm 1 \) is coupled to surface EWs propagating along the \( z \)-axis via the interaction with some scatterer (nanoparticle, atom, etc.). Since the SAM of the incident wave has to match the \( y \)-directed transverse SAM in EWs, opposite incident helicities \( \sigma = 1 \) and \( \sigma = -1 \) generate unidirectional EWs propagating in opposite \( z \)-directions \( (k_z > 0 \text{ and } k_z < 0) \), respectively. Thus, such a strong and robust spin-direction locking offers perfect “chiral unidirectional interfaces,” potentially important for many applications, such as quantum information [92, 93], topological photonics [95, 133], and chiral spin networks [134]. Note that the spin-direction coupling is reversible, i.e., the transverse emission of propagating light from oppositely propagating EWs has opposite circular polarizations (spins) [129].

Specific magnetic properties of the SPPs open additional opportunities in optical commutation techniques. For example, combining transverse spin-direction locking with the spin-dependent magnetooptical scattering or absorption [128] results in an efficient “optical diode,” i.e., non-reciprocal transmission of light [130]. The presence of the SPP-induced magnetization (78) leads to the non-reciprocal magneto-plasmonic spectrum in an applied magnetic field [135, 136] (which is usually explained via the permittivity tensor anisotropy caused by the external magnetic field [137]). Really, the magnetization (78) means that each SPP quasiparticle carries the magnetic moment

![Figure 13](https://example.com/figure13.png)

**FIGURE 13** | Spin-controlled unidirectional coupling of light to oppositely propagating modes: (A) in the planar geometry; (B) excitation of an optical-fiber-guided mode [the figure is adapted from the presentation by K. Bliokh, © 2017].
the conductive part of the SPP-supporting structure \[ z \] (negative) SPPs become unidirectional, i.e., propagating only in the positive for frequencies between \( \frac{\epsilon_2}{\omega^2} \) are employed. As a result, the SPP spectrum becomes Equation (72), and the conditions of the simplified media’s model \( \omega \) is the density of the electrons. This motion of the electron plasma \( \frac{\epsilon_2}{\omega^2} \) is the “standard” dispersion law expressed by the first Equation (72), and the conditions of the simplified media’s model \( \omega \) and radius 20 nm, an electric current \( I = 0.5 \text{ mA} \) provides \( \frac{\epsilon_2}{\omega^2} \) / \( \omega_c \) (see Figure 14B) my effect appears in the presence of electric current \( I \) in the conductive part of the SPP-supporting structure [99]. Indeed, the current means that free electrons move with the velocity \( u = I/(\pi e c) \) (remember that \( e < 0 \)), where \( n_e = m_e \omega^2/(4\pi e^2) \) is the density of the electrons. This motion of the electron plasma produces the Doppler frequency shift \( \omega \to \omega - k_s u \) in the metal permittivity (73) and the corresponding modification of the dispersion law:

\[
\varepsilon_2 = 1 + \frac{\omega_p^2}{(\omega - k_s u)^2}, \quad \omega = \omega_0 (k_s) + \frac{1 - \varepsilon_2}{1 + \varepsilon_2} k_s u \quad (86)
\]

(see Figure 14B). Except for the non-reciprocity, the electric current creates possibilities for the zero and negative group velocity of the SPP \( \frac{\delta \omega}{\delta k} \). The described effect may occur not only in planar structures like in Figure 7C but also in the cylindrical geometry, which can be more practical. Numerical estimations [99] show that for a nanowire with \( \omega_p = 10^{16} \text{ s}^{-1} \) and radius 20 nm, an electric current \( I = 0.5 \text{ mA} \) provides quite realizable conditions for unidirectional propagation of SPPs with frequencies differing from the cutoff value approximately by \( \delta \omega = \pm 10^{10} \text{ s}^{-1} \) (although the unidirectional-propagation range theoretically is not limited from above, see Figure 14B, high wave numbers \( k_s \) are usually accompanied by strong SPP absorption [85, 86]).

### Structured Light in Telecommunication and High-Resolution Techniques

Carrying information is one of the most evident structured-light functions. Actually, any optical image can be considered as structured light carrying information in an analog form, but more important is the possibility of light structures to encode digital data. Natural means for this are supplied by the discrete states of light, which can be realized in its spatial and/or polarization degrees of freedom. For example, the binary information can be easily encoded by two possible states of circular polarization [2] as well as by discrete set of OV-carrying modes differing by the topological charges; in the latter case, the multidimensional quantum space with the orthogonal functional basis becomes real [138, 139].

Structured light fields enable substantial increase in the communication bandwidth due to multiplexing of several independent information flows within a single channel. Traditional sorts of multiplexing [polarization-division multiplexing (PDM) and wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)] can be supplemented by the spatial-division techniques (SDM) in which several independent beams are transmitted simultaneously. A sort of SDM is the mode division multiplexing (MDM), where each beam is transmitted in its unique spatial mode, and these modes are orthogonal to each other, providing efficient multiplexing and low cross-impact. The SDM regime is compatible with the PDM and WDM regimes and their simultaneous combinations may offer additional advantages.
Particularly, the orthogonal sets of circular OV beams (see the Optical Vortices section) with different topological charges supply a characteristic example of the MDM channel where a number of independent beams propagate along the same path with no or negligible cross-talk [138, 139]. Owing to the circular symmetry, such beams are practically suitable and compatible with usual optical systems.

Explicit employment of the structured light properties enables essential progress in the quality and efficiency of "traditional" classical information channels. Specific features of singular light fields make possible a substantial compression of the transmitted information encoded in the light spatial structure. This can be implemented due to the sign principle of singular optics [11, 27, 29, 32]. The field behavior in the regions “filling” the singular skeleton (e.g., between the OV cores in scalar fields and between the C-points and s-contours in vectorial ones) can be restored with high accuracy, once the singular skeleton itself is known. This circumstance permits the information to be “economically” encoded in the singular-skeleton features of coherent fields; additional details of the field behavior can be recovered with high quality. It was shown that the full optical information can be reliably restored even if the real volume of transmitted data is decreased up to 15 orders of magnitude. Such a degree of information compressing is unique for complex 2D signals and provides high communication bandwidth with impressive transmission security.

Important questions appear relating the applicability of the developed approaches to the partially coherent and partially polarized structured fields. First results (e.g., [140, 141]) testify that reliable data encoding with partially coherent light is quite possible, and efficient algorithms for the compressed encoding and the full information retrieval are available and offer some practical benefits.

Another important (and, probably, unique) advantage of structured light relates to the quantum information processing. Any coherent light field can be prepared in a single-photon state, and all the specific quantum-information instruments (coherence, superposition, quantum measurements) can be realized in the most direct and simple way. In the simplest case (quantum communications [2]), the encoding–decoding actions are minimal. Another processing problem appears in the quantum calculations; however, at present, the techniques of quantum computation with structured light is only in its initial stage [142–144]. The basis for quantum computing is the quantum teleportation, which employs the entangled states, for example, those uniting the spin and spatial degrees of freedom (see, e.g., [145, 146]).

High-dimensional quantum encoding opens up attractive prospects for improving the quantum communication protocols, development of superdense encoding and schemes of the quantum key distribution [2]. Physical realization of such schemes is based on the utilization of light modes with a well-developed structure. Recent works demonstrate the efficiency of the structured-light modes for systems of ultra-fast switching and commutation of the information channels. Structured light fields are efficient in quantum high-dimensional cryptography [2]. Optical technologies for generation, manipulation, and detection of quantum states, whose superposition is encoded in the light structure, enable useful applications in quantum communication.

The problems of structured vector fields are closely related to other interesting questions associated with highly structured (tailored) vector beams [147–150], high-resolution Stokes polarimetry and 3D polarimetric analysis. In these areas, the impressive results were associated with the focusing properties of radially and azimuthally polarized beams (“cylindrical vector beams”). In the focal regions of such beams, the electromagnetic “needles” are formed along the propagation axis, whose width is lower than the usual diffraction limit available, e.g., for a standard Gaussian beam. This important result is attractive for applications in nanolithography, optical nano-probing, as well as ultra-high density optical data storage; also, such fields can be applied for detection and measurements of small mechanical rotations [2].

On the other hand, such “super-focused” beams put forward new problems for the standard Stokes-polarimetry techniques oriented at the paraxial fields. In case of super-focusing, the true 3D distribution of the electric and magnetic vectors should be taken into account. For measurements of the separate polarization components, including the longitudinal one, in tightly focused beams, the individual fluorescent molecules with fixed molecular axis are employed [2]. Further, it has been demonstrated that the near-field tips developed for the near-field scanning optical microscopy can be utilized to map confined fields and to distinguish between individual polarization components. With this technique, the phase distributions of the electric field components were measured using an interferometric detection approach.

The full vector pattern of the focused beam can be mapped by means of a nanoparticle used as an instrument for field scanning [2, 151]. The field scattered by the nanoparticle interferes with the incident (exciting) field, and the information on the electric field components is contained in the interference patterns. As a result, the phase and amplitude distributions of the focused field are derived from the measured angular far-field intensity distribution. Therefore, experimental study of highly structured fields with excellent resolution becomes possible. Nevertheless, the need for the development of efficient, fast, and miniature devices for generation, detection, and sorting of structured light beams is called for.

Another sort of fields with 3D polarization distribution is represented by Poincaré beams whose cross sections show all possible polarization states with a polarization singularity (C-point) on the axis. This singularity is coupled with the OV for one of the opposite circular polarization components; the field, itself, does not vanish in the polarization core but a certain circulatory component of the energy flow still exists [10]. With further propagation, the polarization pattern of the beam changes but in a predictable regular way. In the quantum regime, photons with space-varying polarization can be treated as non-separable (“entangled”) quantum states of the polarization and spatial degrees of freedom. Such a form of single-particle entanglement can be used for the quantum information protocols [2, 152]. Photons, for which the polarization ellipse can have arbitrary 3D position and orientation, can be efficiently utilized for long-distance quantum communication, especially when the
influence of medium turbulence and of the beam divergence is substantial.
In general, current results, relating the generation, manipulation, and measurements of structured fields with complex polarization morphology, enable many applications such as recording and reading information with high-resolution, high-bandwidth secure communication, optical metrology, etc. Three-dimensional structured vector fields will enable an innovative platform for subwavelength lithography and selective excitation of structured matter with complex topology.

CONCLUSION

To conclude this brief review, we emphasize that the "structured light" is a very wide and rapidly expanding field. Nowadays, the structured-light studies form a separate chapter of modern optics whose formulation and detailed specification is still "in preparation." Only a small part of the structured-light-related facts and concepts have been reflected in this paper.

However, in this review, we tried to give, if not exhaustive, but a rather representative characterization of the dynamical characteristics (energy, momentum, angular momentum, and related quantities) of structured light. This choice was dictated by our belief that it is the dynamical characteristics that form an adequate system of the structured-light parameters enabling its natural description, which is both physically consistent and suitable for applications. Some special kinds of structured light, namely, paraxial beams (including optical vortices) and evanescent waves are considered in more detail due to their practical importance and descriptive abilities demonstrating some general principles by means of the simple and physically intuitive examples. Also, we have outlined selected applications of structured light fields where their exclusive properties act in the more direct and immediate way: principles and techniques of optical micromanipulation, optical diagnostics and microprobing, optical switching and commutation, communication and data processing.

However, structured light is a much wider concept, and many interesting aspects remain beyond the scope of this review. Together with the "pure light" aspects, such as phase and polarization singularities, inhomogeneous amplitude, and extraordinary dynamical properties, the structured light offers a wide variety of new possibilities, associated with diverse light–matter interactions. Realization of these possibilities leads to noticeable advances, e.g., in the atomic and electron physics. Among the promising lines of further development, we can mention the wider employment of fields with complex polarization topology and 3D vector structure, more extensive utilization of artificial media and metamaterials. Essential advances are expected from consistent realization of a novel paradigm that can be characterized as “structured light in structured media.” In particular, this will bring new, more flexible, and universal methods for the purposeful generation of light fields with desirable structure for more precise micromanipulation, optical diagnostics, efficient data storage, and processing.

Nevertheless, despite the impressive results and applications, the structured light physics would have a limited scientific interest, if it had no influence on other areas of science and technology. The inter-disciplinary impact of structured-light optics is clearly manifested in metrology and communication techniques, nanophotonics, quantum physics, astronomy, microscopy, biology, and chemistry. Moreover, the concepts and paradigms of structured-light optics find new and sometimes unexpected applications to different kinds of electromagnetic fields, electron waves, acoustic waves, and to the most fundamental problems, including the nature of physical fields and the general wavefield concepts.
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